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Put your name in lights
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Pro Tips
before you plug in

Exhibition and event power outlets aren’t 
like what you get at home. 

On the face of it, they look exactly the same 
- featuring a standard UK three-prong plug
slot. However, for safety and efficiency, the
power outlets you’ll see on the show floor
are regulated to only supply as much power
as you need. For example, you don’t need
to fork out for a 3000w socket if you’re just
plugging a laptop in!

Use the diagram on the next page to work 
out what you need before you buy, and you 
can always call us on 0121 794 2769, or email 
electrics@wearehb.com if you need a hand.

The total wattage of the items plugged into the 
extension lead must not exceed the output of 
your socket’s supply

For safety, you can only use one extension lead 
per 500w socket

Extension leads must be no longer than 2 metres

Multi-way adapters cannot be used

Trailing cables must not pose a tripping hazard

Pro tips: Extension leads

You can use 4-way extension leads,  
but please keep the following in mind:
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500W
500W SOCKET (2 AMPS MAX)
• Television (up to 42”)
• Laptops
• Phone chargers

1000W
1000W SOCKET (4 AMPS MAX)
• Television (up to 60”)
• Lighting (maximum 1000w)
• Upright fridge/cooler

2000W
2000W SOCKET (8 AMPS MAX)
• Microwave
• Domestic coffee machine
• Small vacuum cleaner

3000W
3000W SOCKET (13 AMPS MAX)
• Kettle
• Iron (standard)
• Counter top oven

Electrics - Plugs and Sockets
Choosing the right supply output

For the prices of your fittings and a more extensive offering, please see your exhibitor manual or 
show specific ordering form, as prices are configured on a venue-by-venue basis.



4 Electrics - Lighting

Spotlights
Spotlights are great for lighting, all our spotlight 
range are adjustable.

1SPT 1 LED spotlight on track
3SPT 3 LED spotlight on track
LVSPT 12v 50w Low Voltage Spotlight
3LVSPT Lighting Track with 3 x 50w Low Voltage 

Spotlights

Fluorescent light
Fluorescent bulbs and CFLs save energy. They are 
75% more efficient than a regular incandescent bulb 
and they last longer. Saving energy saves money and 
conserves resources

5FT 1 5ft fluorescent light fitting
6FT 1 6ft fluorescent light fitting

Flood lights
Does what it says on the tin - floods your space with 
light. Great for highlighting special features and 
lighting large areas.

HQ 150w HQI Metal Halide Flood Light
LEDF 30w LED Flood Light
LAF 15w LED Long Arm Flood Light

For the prices of your fittings and a more extensive offering, please see your exhibitor manual or 
show specific ordering form, as prices are configured on a venue-by-venue basis.




